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About This Content

Enhance your party with a colorful cast of unique characters!

For the first time in RPG Maker history, an official set of resources featuring RPG Maker MV cover art characters is available!
Featuring a brand new main party and brimming with bonus material, this pack includes the essentials to build the perfect

character party. From witches and warriors to enhanced androids and samurai, our characters are a perfect blend of science,
magic and fantasy. Whether you're looking for new heroes, or simply want more variety for your game, Cover Art Characters

pack is a must-have!
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Features

8 main party characters, complete with walking and damage animations.

8 matching portraits (waist-up) and facesets, cropped and formatted for your convenience.

8 animated side-view battlers.

8 unique character music themes, in OGG and M4a format.

BONUS: 8 support NPC characters, complete with a walking sprite, damage sprite, portraits and facesets.
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Hahaha, there's nothing here that you can't get legally somewhere else. DLC ripoff.. Late review. Purchased this in a bundle
during the 2016 winter sale. Has some nice unique character graphics but only worth purchasing if you really need it and if it is
on sale.. Stuff looks good, too bad it doesn't come pre-installed and I have no idea how to install it.. Wonderful music and
program exept I can figure outh how to use it.. im still learning but the community seems solid and help seems as easy as joining
the forums.. Recommended.. I found this pack really nice. To get the content into your game you need to move the content in
each folder into your game folders. It takes time but worth it once you figure it out. (I stumbled onto the how part by accident)
Thus my only negative about the DLC is the folder moving.

. 99% really good.. I just wish there was an easy way of making an RPG like DIablo skills going livid not having to go inside a
battle!. If you are looking for RTP compatible actors or NPCs then this is definitely a must have. Everything for the characters
are included and they are all pretty distinct and well made. The 2 robots and wolf character aren't something you could create
with the character generator. There are 8 music tracks included with pack, while most weren't my cup of tea, they would go well
with the music included with MV.
The additional weapon graphics included with the pack are a nice bonus as well.
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Got it in the bundle and enjoy it. I probably would have purchased it independently if I hadn't. I mainly like it for the side-view
actor battlers.. i really reccomend you install this!but first you need to know how to install it and use it into your game just like
me,stuck figuring out dis\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. I do recommend this DLC. It's imo a total STEAL.
10 buck for 16 characters, 16 faces, 16 actor battler AND BUST shots.

The only bad thing is the terms of use.
You're allowed to edit them as much as you want and you're allowed to use the edits in the game.
Even say that you've created the edits (Though still give credit to the original artist)

But you're not allowed to share the edits nor use the EDITS specifically for commercial use.

So you have these characters and facesets and, if you're not an artist or editor you are LITERALLY stuck with NOTHING.
You can't really use them the way you want nor can you use them the way they were meant to be used.
The only way is to either PAY someone to do the redrawing and edits afterwards.
(Which can cost all from 15-60\u00a3 PER CHARACTER depending on how well you want them and
how much you want to be done)
I'm lucky cause I can do somewhat good edits. But for those who are not and not an artist... Rip. You've just wasted 10 bucks.

EDIT:
Found out that you are allowed to use the art and edit them as you seem fit for Commercial Use. But just not allowed to share
them in anyway.
The edited ART is all owned by the person who you've bought this extension pack from.. I paid full price for this and
recommend it. If you use default characters it's great (I don't), but even then, it's worth it just for the music collection. Unlike
some of the stock music in MV, the ones in here are almost all quite good. You're paying about a dollar a song as well, which is
totally worth it in my opinion.. How can I use the portraits waist-up ?
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